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We create, support, and promote positive developments in our community. 
We build connections between people, organizations, opportunities, and shared resources. 
We tackle deeply entrenched and complex challenges while never losing sight of our 
community’s best opportunities.

Wilson Forward represents all sectors of the community working together.

COLLABORATE FOR CHANGE

90 partners from all sectors engaged through 
the Wilson Wellness Collaborative to

improve health outcomes identified in a comprehensive 
community plan facilitated by Wilson Forward
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A MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PAULA BENSON

All the best,

Paula Benson

Executive Director

Wilson Forward

CONNECT WITH WILSON FORWARD
WWW.WILSONFORWARD.ORG
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A Year of Change… 

Most of us react differently to the changes we create versus the changes that are imposed upon us. As we emerge 
from what seems to be the worst of the pandemic, we realize the enormous challenges our families, organizations, 
and communities will face in the months (and perhaps years) ahead. The past year has tested even the most resilient. 
None of us selected the social, professional, and health modifications imposed by the pandemic, but we wonder 
which changes are are here to stay.  What traditions will be permanently tweaked?  Which of the new experiences 
have inspired us to work and play differently even post-pandemic?  Many times, the greatest inventions and greatest 
ideas are created by doing things in different ways.  For many years, the Wilson community has demonstrated the 
courage and ability to do big things in very different ways! We. Are. Ready.
 

We know there is a fragile balance between fatigue and optimism, but we are starting to reclaim what we appreciated 
in our old normal, and we are integrating some of the positive changes we have found through our new normal.  With 
every challenge comes an opportunity, and over the past several months, we have been challenged to use the 
disruption of COVID-19 to engage the power of community collaboration. We have seen amazing support, positivity, 
and innovation in the midst of the pandemic, and we are eager to embrace the opportunities of the year ahead. 
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